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ABSTRACT

Recently, several methods that measure the velocity of magnetized plasma from time series of photospheric vector
magnetograms have been developed. Velocity fields derived using such techniques can be used both to determine the
fluxes of magnetic energy and helicity into the corona, which have important consequences for understanding solar flares,
coronal mass ejections, and the solar dynamo, and to drive time-dependent numerical models of coronal magnetic fields.
To date, these methods have not been rigorously tested against realistic, simulated data sets, in which the magnetic field
evolution and velocities are known. Here we present the results of such tests using several velocity-inversion techniques
applied to synthetic magnetogram data sets, generated from anelasticMHD simulations of the upper convection zone with
the ANMHD code, in which the velocity field is fully known. Broadly speaking, the MEF, DAVE, FLCT, IM, and ILCT
algorithms performed comparably in many categories. While DAVE estimated the magnitude and direction of velocities
slightly more accurately than the other methods, MEF’s estimates of the fluxes of magnetic energy and helicity were far
more accurate than any other method’s. Overall, therefore, the MEF algorithm performed best in tests using the ANMHD
data set.We note that ANMHDdata simulate fully relaxed convection in a high-� plasma, and therefore do not realistically
model photospheric evolution.

Subject headinggs: MHD — Sun: activity — Sun: magnetic fields — Sun: photosphere

Online material: tar file

1. WHY STUDY PHOTOSPHERIC VELOCITIES?

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar flares are among the
primary drivers of space weather disturbances (Gosling 1993),
aremagnetically driven, and originate in the low solar corona.While
measurements of the vector magnetic field in the corona are scarce,
the coronal field is strongly coupled to the photospheric magnetic
field: because, to a good approximation, flux is frozen to the plasma
in the highly conducting corona, the coronal field is ‘‘line-tied’’
to the photosphere and evolves in response to changes in the Sun’s
photospheric field. Consequently, observations of the magnetic
field below the Sun’s corona—typically, photospheric or chromo-
sphericmagnetograms—provide crucial data to aid in the forecast-
ing and interpretation of space weather events. Although time
series of vector magnetograms have historically been rare, NSF’s
SOLIS (Henney et al. 2002), the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT;
Tarbell 2006) onHinode, and SDO’s Helioseismic andMagnetic
Imager (HMI; Scherrer et al. 2005) should dramatically improve
photospheric vector magnetogram spatial and temporal coverage
in the near future.

How can one incorporate time series of magnetograms into
forecasting tools? One approach is to analyze changes in the mag-
netograms’ statistical properties and to look for discriminators
between active and inactive periods (Leka&Barnes 2003a, 2003b,
2007). Another approach is to extrapolate a force-free or potential
field for each magnetogram in a series and to relate the evolution
of the extrapolations’ topological structure with CMEs and flares
(Luhmann et al. 1998; Barnes et al. 2005), although this method
may not show how the coronal field evolves continuously in re-
sponse to changes in the photospheric field.
Time series of magnetograms can also be used to drive mag-

netohydrodynamic (MHD) computer simulations of the coronal
magnetic field using the observedmagnetic field evolution.While
theoreticians modeling eruptive events in the corona are free to
impose ad hoc velocity and magnetic fields at the model photo-
sphere (Antiochos et al. 1999; Amari et al. 2000; Forbes 2000;
Roussev et al. 2004), data-driven simulations require estimates
of the actual photospheric velocity field. And although line-of-
sight (LOS) magnetic fields can be used for coronal modeling
(Lionello et al. 2002), results obtained from LOS fields will not,
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in general, model the actual coronal field, which must satisfy a
photospheric boundary condition with specified normal and tan-
gential fields. (Hereafter we refer to tangential fields as horizon-
tal fields to avoid the subscript t, which has been used to refer to
components of the magnetic field transverse to the LOS and tan-
gential to the solar surface.) Consequently, time series of vector
magnetograms, and the velocities derived from such magneto-
grams, are ideal inputs for data-driven MHD modeling.

How can velocities be derived from vectormagnetograms?Chae
(2001) applied local correlation tracking (LCT; November &
Simon 1988) to LOS magnetograms to determine the proper mo-
tions ofmagnetic features on the solar surface, and assumed that the
inferred flows u (LCT) were estimates of the horizontal plasma ve-
locities vh (where the h subscript denotes a vector’s horizontal com-
ponents), needed to calculate the flux of magnetic helicity across
the photosphere and into the corona. Assuming that the observed
evolution of the photosphericmagnetic field is coupled to the flow
field by the ideal induction equation

@B

@t
¼ �c(: < E) ¼ : < (v < B); ð1Þ

Kusano et al. (2002) combined LCT applied to vector magne-
tograms with the component of equation (1) normal to the
magnetogram,

@Bz

@t
¼ ẑ =: < (v < B) ¼ �:= vhBz � vzBhð Þ; ð2Þ

to derive three-component velocity fields, vx, vy, and vz, that were
‘‘inductive’’ (Georgoulis & LaBonte 2006), i.e., consistent with
equation (2). Here we have defined the magnetogram surface to
be the horizontal plane containing x̂ and ŷ, with a vertical normal
ẑ. As Kusano et al. (2002) noted, only this component of equa-
tion (1) is completely specified by vector magnetic field measure-
ments from a single atmospheric layer. The other components of
equation (1) contain vertical derivatives of horizontal magnetic
field components, and therefore require measurements of the vec-
tor magnetic field at a different height in the atmosphere (e.g., the
chromosphere), which are only rarely available (Leka & Metcalf
2003; Metcalf et al. 2005).

Démoulin & Berger (2003) argued that the observed motions
of magnetic flux on the solar photosphere, u, result from the com-
bined effects of horizontal plasma velocities transporting vertical
magnetic fields and vertical plasma velocities transporting hori-
zontal magnetic fields, via

uBz ¼ vhBz � vzBh: ð3Þ

The distinction between apparent motions of flux and plasma
velocities led Welsch (2006) to term u the ‘‘flux transport veloc-
ity.’’ Démoulin&Berger (2003) suggested that LCTcould be used
to infer u. We note that, in addition to ideal flux transport, diffusive
effects can also lead to apparent flux transport velocities (Welsch
2006), although we ignore these effects in the present work.

Since the seminal work of Kusano et al. (2002), still more
techniques have been developed that determine velocities from
vector magnetograms. Welsch et al. (2004) introduced inductive
local correlation tracking (ILCT), in which equation (3) is used to
combine LCTresults with equation (2) to determine a photospheric
flow field. Longcope (2004) developed the minimum-energy fit
(MEF), which finds the photospheric velocity field that is strictly
consistent with equation (2) and that minimizes the integrated
square of the three-component photospheric velocity. Georgoulis

& LaBonte (2006) extended the minimum-structure method of
Georgoulis et al. (2004) to the problem of velocity determination.
Schuck (2005) showed that, formally, LCT is not consistent with
the induction equation’s normal component, which can be ex-
pressed as a continuity equation; instead, LCT is consistent with the
advection equation. Building on the ‘‘differential LCT’’ method
developed by Lucas & Kanade (1981), Schuck (2006) developed
the differential affine velocity estimator (DAVE), which employs
least-squares fitting to solve the continuity equation (Schuck 2006).
All of the methods listed above can be applied to chromospheric,
as well as photospheric, magnetograms.

Velocity estimates derived from magnetograms have applica-
tions beyond driving coronal MHD simulations. Analyses by
Démoulin & Berger (2003), Pariat et al. (2005), and Welsch
(2006) outline how knowledge of photospheric flow fields can be
used to estimate the fluxes of magnetic helicity, energy, and free
energy into the corona. Several researchers have used LCTand/or
inductive methods to infer flows, and have attempted to correlate
derived helicity and energy fluxes with flares and CMEs (Chae
2001; Kusano et al. 2002; Moon et al. 2002; Maeshiro et al. 2005;
Régnier et al. 2006).

The recent proliferation of velocity-inversion methods natu-
rally raises the question: Which velocity-inversion method works
best? Here we take a first step toward answering this question by
testing these routines’ abilities to reproduce known flows from
MHDsimulations of a rising flux rope in the upper solar convection
zone, from which we extract ‘‘synthetic magnetograms.’’ While
these simulations do not accurately model photospheric field evo-
lution, they do provide a valuable tool for testing velocity estimates.
The tests presented here are not blind, because such tests would
have been inappropriate given the nascent state of the techniques
tested. However, blind tests using simulated data that more ac-
curately model photospheric field evolution are planned.

In the next section we describe howwe generated the synthetic
magnetograms used in our tests. In x 3 we briefly describe each
velocity estimation method, and in x 4 we compare the compo-
nents of each estimated flow field with those of the simulation’s
flow field, along with quantities derivable from each flow field:
electric fields, helicity, and energy fluxes. Finally, in x 5 we sum-
marize our conclusions and discuss their implications.

2. TEST DATA

To test the different inversion techniques, we extracted several
synthetic magnetograms—two-dimensional horizontal slices of
the vector magnetic field—from near the upper boundary of a
three-dimensional, Cartesian MHD simulation of a magnetic flux
rope rising through a stratified, turbulent model convection zone.
Briefly, the nondimensional MHD system of equations is nu-
merically solved in the anelastic limit (see Lantz & Fan [1999],
Fan et al. [1999], and references therein for a description of the
anelastic formalism) using the pseudospectral code ANMHD
(Fan et al. 1999; Abbett et al. 2000, 2004). The anelastic formu-
lation is an intermediary approximation between a fully com-
pressible treatment and a Boussinesq model, and provides an
efficient means of simulating the high-� (� > 104) subsurface
layers of the solar convection zone over large spatial and temporal
scales.However, the anelastic treatment is notwell suited to directly
modeling surface layers where � � 1 and the acousticMach num-
ber becomes large; thus, our horizontal slice represents the state
of the plasma several thousand kilometers below the visible sur-
face. Consequently, the peak field normal strength in these slices,
max (jBzj) ’ 7:4 kG, exceeds measurements of typical peak
photospheric field strengths by a factor of �3. Nonetheless, we
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believe that the data set still provides an excellent test bed for our
velocity-inversion techniques.

The simulation began with a relatively weak, untwisted, ideal-
ized magnetic flux tube, with B less than the parameter Bcrit of
Fan et al. (2003), inserted into a dynamically and energetically
relaxed, field-free, turbulent model convection zone with a reso-
lution of 288 ; 288 ; 72. The parameter Bcrit is the threshold field
strength above which flux tubes canmaintain their integrity against
convection; Bcrit � 3Beq, where Beq is the equipartition field
strength at the base of the convection zone. The relevant non-
dimensional parameters are as follows: The Reynolds number and
Prandtl number are defined as Re � � ref vconvH ref /� and Pr �
�/� and are set to 750 and unity, respectively. Here � ref and H ref

denote the reference density and pressure scale height at the base
of the domain, � refers to the coefficient of thermal conductivity,
and � is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity. The convective ve-
locity is measured in units of vconv, where vconv � (� refgHref )

1/2,
�ref is the nondimensional superadiabaticity, and g is the constant
gravitational acceleration. The magnetic Reynolds number Rem �
vconvH ref /� is set relatively high, at 3500. We note that this par-
ticular choice of Rem leads to a certain amount of Fourier ringing

in localized strong-field regions near the upper boundary of the
simulation domain. Scaled to solar values, the simulation’s pixels
are 348 km in extent.
During the flux rope’s buoyant ascent toward the surface, the

relatively weak magnetic field implied by B < Bcrit allows flux
to be advected away from the tube’s central axis. By the time a
significant amount of flux reaches the upper portion of the com-
putational domain, the flux rope has lost its initial cohesion, and
much of themagnetic flux has been swept into the downflow lanes
between rising convective cells. While the flux rope’s spatial
extent (�30Mm) and flux content (�8 ; 1021 Mx) are on active-
region scales, its spatial distribution is convection-dominated
(since B < Bcrit) and more closely resembles the magnetic struc-
ture in granulation or supergranulation than that in active regions.
To illustrate the evolution of the syntheticmagnetograms, we have
shown three snapshots of the velocity and magnetic fields in
Figure 1.
We extracted seven pairs of magnetograms from data dumps

made during the ANMHD run for estimating velocities from the
magnetic field evolution between the endpoints of each pair. All
pairs were centered on the same time, but the time interval �t

Fig. 1.—Three horizontal slices extracted from theANMHDrun, at�8361, 0, and 8385 s, are shown in the top left, top right, and bottom left panels. The pixel size is 348 km.
The vertical magnetic field is shown in gray scale ( max jBzjð Þ ¼ 7:4 kG), with the horizontal magnetic field in aqua. Smoothed vertical upflows (downflows) are shown with
blue (red) contours, corresponding to 0.12 and 0.04 km s�1 upward (downward). (Thewidth of the smoothingwindowwas 3 pixels.) The horizontal velocity field is shown
in white. Only components of V?, the flow perpendicular to B, are shown. The perpendicular flows and fields shown in the top right panel are taken as the ‘‘true’’ per-
pendicular flow and average field in our comparisons. The bottom right panel shows that ANMHD’s field evolution obeys the induction equation over the interval
�t ¼ 250 s, the shortest time step over which we estimated velocities. This�t is 3 times larger than ANMHD’s time step dt. Legends in the top left, top right, and bottom
left panels show lengths corresponding to 8000 G and 0.25 km s�1 for Bh and V? , respectively.
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between each pair’s endpoints was chosen to increase approxi-
mately logarithmically, with �t2f250; 753; 1256; 2264; 4284;
8374; 16;746g s, in units scaled to solar parameters. The small-
est�t between data dumps is 3 times larger thanANMHD’s time
step, dt.

The ANMHD velocities and magnetic field were averaged
over the shortest time interval to derive the ‘‘ground truth’’ ve-
locityV? perpendicular toB, used to analyze the accuracy of our
methods’ estimated velocities. All of ourmethods assume themag-
netic evolution is governed by equation (2). As shown in Fig-
ure 1 (bottom right), we verified that the ANMHDflows and field
evolution do obey the ideal induction equation, even though�t �
3 dt for the smallest �t. [We also used a similar analysis to con-
firm that @ tBz ¼ �:= (uBz) in the ANMHD simulation, as hy-
pothesized by Démoulin & Berger (2003). The correlation plot
of these quantities (not shown) is essentially identical to that in
Fig. 1 (bottom right).] Departures may also arise from using a
Fourier method to compute : < (V? < B) that differs from
ANMHD’s method.

Since velocities parallel to B do not affect either the time evo-
lution of the magnetic field or the fluxes of magnetic energy and
helicity, we only compare our inferred flows with V?, the com-
ponents of the ANMHD velocities perpendicular to B,

V? ¼ V tot � V tot =Bð ÞB=jBj2: ð4Þ

To enable standardized validation of velocity estimation tech-
niques, we have furnished the datawe extracted from theANMHD
run in a tar file in the electronic version of the Astrophysical
Journal, so that other velocity estimation methods currently in
use, and those developed in the future, can be tested against these
benchmark data. The data were archived in several formats: a fits
file, IDL’s save format, and simple data format (Fisher 2006),1 a
platform-independent binary format for large data files that pre-
serves numerical accuracy and is readable in C, FORTRAN, and
IDL. A README file accompanying each data format describes how
the data can be accessed.

3. VELOCITY DETERMINATION METHODS

In this section each velocity estimation method that we tested
is described briefly, and references to original papers describing
the methods in more detail are included. Each method estimates
a velocity field whose components will be compared to those
of ANMHD’s actual flow field in x 4. The first three methods
( the LCT code developed by Lockheed Martin Solar and Astro-
physics Laboratory [LMSAL], FLCT, and DAVE), presented in
chronological order of publication, quantitatively estimate the
flux transport velocity, u, frommagnetogram sequences. The next
four methods (the induction method [IM], ILCT, MEF, and min-
imum structure reconstruction [MSR]), also presented in chrono-
logical order of publication, attempt to estimate three-component
plasma velocities, v, from magnetogram sequences.

3.1. LMSAL Local Correlation Tracking

LCTwas probably first employed in solar physics byNovember
& Simon (1988) to determine the proper motions of image fea-
tures in time series of photospheric white-light images. Title et al.
(1995) developed an LCT method that was tuned to solar data,
and Hurlburt et al. (1995) subsequently improved it. We present
the basic algorithm here, and direct the reader to DeRosa (2001)
for additional details.

As input, the algorithm takes two images I1 and I2 andN points
x i ¼ (x i; y i)

T in the image field, where i ¼ 1; 2; : : : ;N , at which
to measure the local displacement of features in the two images.
For each x i a relative displacement �x i ¼ (�x i; �y i)

T between I1
and I2 is sought such that the topography of the pixels in the
neighborhood of x i in I1 best coincides with the topography of
the pixels in the neighborhood of x i þ �x i in I2. Mathematically,
this amounts to minimizing the merit function,

M (�x i) ¼
X

þs

p¼�s

X

þs

q¼�s

(

W ( p; q)

�

I1 x i þ pþ �x i
2
; y i þ qþ �y i

2

� �

� I2 x i þ p� �x i
2
; y i þ q� �y i

2

� ��2
)

;

ð5Þ

where the apodization function W weights pixels closer to x i

more heavily in the sum, ensuring the optimal �x i represents a local
displacement. Typically, a two-dimensional Gaussian functionwith
an e-folding width of � is used,W ( p; q) ¼ exp �( p2 þ q2)/�2½ �:
The pixel range [�s, s] defines the neighborhood of x i, and an s of
about 3 � works well; choosing a larger s wastes computational
time evaluating weakly weighted outlying points. Bilinear inter-
polation is used to determine the values of I1 and I2 at offset image
coordinates when computingM. Accuracy is improved by repeat-
ing the minimization, with I1 and I2 shifted by �x i /2 and��xi /2,
respectively, using a higher order, bicubic interpolation scheme,
until the match between the shifted I1 and I2 cannot be improved.

The parameter � in W determines the spatial resolution of the
resulting velocity field, f�x i /�tg. Spatially oversampling the im-
ages (spacing the fx ig more closely than �) often results in
smoother flowmaps. Here we computed velocities at every pixel,
with � ¼ 16 and s ¼ 3 �.

As implemented, displacements larger than 1 pixel are inter-
preted as spurious, and �x i is set to 0; this means the method
performs poorly for large�t, when typical displacements exceed
a pixel.

3.2. Fourier Local Correlation Tracking

Fourier LCT (FLCT; Welsch et al. 2004) employs three dis-
tinct, high-level operations to determine a local displacement of
features between successive images: masking the initial and final
images with a Gaussian windowing function; cross-correlating
the two masked images; and finding the peak of the cross-
correlation function. The displacement of this peak from 0 is
the inferred spatial displacement of image features in the neigh-
borhood of the windowing function’s center.

The correlation function is computed in Fourier space (cf.
November&Simon [1988],who computed the correlation in phys-
ical space).A previous version of FLCTinterpolated the pixel-scale
correlation function onto a finer grid (0.02 pixels) and could ap-
proximate the peak of the interpolated function to this accuracy.
This effectively limited the algorithm’s spatial and temporal reso-
lution, requiring tracking over long enough time intervals that typi-
cal displacements exceeded this minimum resolution. Our latest
version of FLCT, however, estimates the location of the cross-
correlation function’s peak by expanding the cross-correlation func-
tion in a Taylor series, to second order, in the neighborhood of
the peak pixel, an approach also used by J. Chae (2003, private
communication). In addition to beingmore accuratewhen tracking
shorter time intervals, this version of the code is considerably faster.

In applying FLCT to the ANMHD data set, prior experience
with FLCT led us to expect to accurately recover velocities only

1 Available for download fromhttp://solarmuri.ssl.berkeley.edu/�fisher/public /
software /SDF/.
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in pixels with jBzjk 370 G, or 5% of max (jBzj). To minimize
the impact of threshold-based discontinuities in the inferred
flows on ILCT (see below), however, we tracked all pixels with
jBzj above 0.5% of max (jBzj), or 37 G in scaled units. As in
Welsch et al. (2004), we separately tracked positive-flux pixels
and negative-flux pixels. We mask with a Gaussian windowing
function, exp (� r2 /�2). We ran trials with the ANMHD data
using � of 5, 15, and 25 pixels for the shortest�t and found the
best agreement with � ¼ 15 pixels. We also used � ¼ 15 pixels
for the longer time intervals.

3.3. Differential Affine Velocity Estimator

DAVE was proposed as an alternative to LCT for infer-
ring photospheric velocities from LOS magnetograms when in-
formation about the vector magnetic field is absent (Schuck
2005, 2006). This technique implements a variational principle
to minimize deviations in the magnitude of the magnetic induc-
tion equation. The functional is constrained by the ideal Ohm’s
law, which relates the flux transport velocity and the electric
field, and an affine flux transport velocity profile, which depends
linearly on coordinates. The technique is applied to a windowed
subregion around each pixel in the magnetogram sequence.
Themagnetic induction equation isminimized rather than solved
exactly to account for deviations from the ideal MHD model,
noise, and filling factors (see, e.g., x 3.4 of Démoulin & Berger
2003).

The variational principle produces an overdetermined system
that is solved directly by linear least-squares or total least-squares
methods using three frames; two to compute the temporal de-
rivatives and a time-centered third frame for computing the spatial
derivatives. For practical applications, three independent frames
should be implemented to minimize the correlated noise between
the spatial and temporal derivative estimates (Fermuller 2001).
The resulting optical flow field and associated uncertainties are
statistically consistent with the magnetic induction equation and
the affine velocity profile within this aperture.

For the purposes of these tests, an asymmetric window aperture
of roughly 20 ; 40 pixels was implemented. The asymmetric win-
dow produced the best performance, probably because of the top-
to-bottom alignment (in the field of view) of the main magnetic
field structures. This window was chosen from the possible win-
dow sizes by computing the velocity field for the image pair and
then estimating the correlation coefficient between and slope of
dBz /dt and :h = uBzð Þ. The window size with the highest cor-
relation coefficient and a slope of�1was deemed the best solution.
This same objective method for window choice can be applied to
observational magnetogram data.

3.4. The Induction Method

The induction method (IM), originally developed by Kusano
et al. (2002), was the first to explicitly employ the induction equa-
tion’s normal component, equation (2), to derive photospheric
velocities. Themethod is described inmore detail byKusano et al.
(2004), but the basic concepts and solution procedure are briefly
reviewed here.

Thismethod ismathematically grounded by the following theo-
rem (Kusano et al. 2002): If the horizontal velocity vh is known,
then the vertical velocity vz satisfying equation (2) is uniquely
determined as long as the horizontal magnetic field Bh possesses
at least one null point, whereBh ¼ 0. In active regions, null points
of Bh usually exist within concentrations of magnetic flux, mean-
ing the uniqueness of vz is often assured.

In this method the vertical velocity vz and the gauge function�
in the uncurled version of equation (2),

@AP

@t
¼ vhBz � vzBhð Þ < ẑ�:h�; ð6Þ

are simultaneously solved by an iterative technique, where AP is
the Coulomb-gauge vector potential, with ẑ =:h < AP ¼ Bz at
z ¼ 0 and :h =AP ¼ ẑ =AP ¼ 0. Here, :h ¼ (@ /@x; @ /@y; 0)T .
By transforming coordinates at a given pixel to a local coordi-

nate system defined by the orthonormal basis

ê1 ¼
Bh < Bz

Bh < Bzj j ; ê2 ¼
Bh

Bhj j ; ẑ; ð7Þ

we can write the component of vh perpendicular to Bh as v1, and
the other component as v2. Because the electric fields arising from
v1 and vz [ B < v1ê1ð Þ/c and Bh < vzẑð Þ/c, respectively] are or-
thogonal, v1 and vz are not coupled. Hence, although the method
determines vz consistent with equation (2) to machine accuracy,
the electric field parallel to Bh (given by�v1Bz /c) must be spec-
ified another way, e.g., fromLCT. For the tests conducted here, the
flux transport velocity u determined by FLCT (as described in
x 3.2) is input to IMas vh. After vz is determined fromequation (6),
v? is derived by subtracting off the component of v parallel to B,
using v? ¼ v� (v =B)B/jBj2.
We should note that, since solving equation (6) for vz requires

division by jBhj, the solution vz might become singular at points
where Bh ¼ 0. The electric field, however, remains well posed
even at these points, because it depends on the product vzjBhj.
In the results presented here, pixels were not masked in regions
where the time-averaged horizontal magnetic field, B̄h, vanished.

3.5. Inductive Local Correlation Tracking

Welsch et al. (2004) showed that flows derived fromFLCTonly
approximately reproduce the observed evolution in the normal
field,�Bz /�t. To exactly reproduce the observed field evolution,
they use a Helmholtz decomposition to express uBz as the sum of
the gradient of a scalar function and the curl of a stream function,

uBz ¼ �:h	þ:h <  ẑ; ð8Þ

which Longcope (2004) termed the inductive and electrostatic
potentials, respectively.
The induction equation gives a Poisson equation for the induc-

tive potential 	, and ILCT uses LCT flows to determine the
electrostatic potential  by taking the curl of equation (8) and as-
suming u ¼ u (LCT). Any estimate of u (from, e.g., DAVE) can be
used to determine the electrostatic potential in this way. Although
u is only estimated in subregions of the entire domain,	 and are
found everywhere. Since ILCT assumes the induction equation
only governs the component v? of the flow perpendicular to B,
with

v? =B ¼ 0; ð9Þ

knowing 	 and means v? can be found. The inversion is, how-
ever, problematic in regions where Bz is weak.
With an estimated u, a time-centeredB, and the change�Bz /�t

as input, the only other input to ILCT requiring specification is the
threshold in jBzj above which v? will be found. To reduce the
effects of derivatives of 	 and  across the threshold cutoff, we
have found that the best approach is to set a very low input
threshold (1 G here) for computing the potentials, and then filter
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the derived velocities at a higher threshold to exclude velocities
derived in regions of weak normal field in postprocessing.

3.6. The Minimum Energy Fit

TheMEF, a technique to infer the photospheric velocities con-
sistent with magnetic evolution, is described in Longcope (2004).
A unique choice is made from the infinity of consistent velocities
by minimizing some penalty function. In the present case, we use
a penalty function which sums the squares of all photospheric
velocity vectors. Such a choice is motivated less by physics than
by the desire to find the smallest flow consistent with the obser-
vational constraints. This choice of penalty function naturally pro-
duces a velocity perpendicular to the localmagnetic field (Longcope
2004).

For the present test the MEF technique is applied to the small
portion of the vectormagnetogramswhosemagnetic field strength
is larger than the defined threshold, jBzj ¼ 170 G. This is done
using a mask array which treats all external regions as having zero
magnetic field. The time-averaged field (B̄z) and the difference
field (�Bz /�t) are computed from each pair of vector magneto-
grams. We use a multigrid scheme to speed up the convergence
of the iterative MEF algorithm. Vector magnetograms are inter-
polated to coarser grids, typically one-quarter of the original res-
olution. The flow fields returned by the MEF are smoothed to
remove large velocities near the polarity-inversion lines, caused
by poor convergence. These smoothed fields are then fed into the
MEF iteration process. This relaxation-and-smoothing process is
repeated several times (typically two to three times) until the small-
est possible energy is obtained. The resulting inferred flows are then
interpolated back to the original vector magnetogram grid.

3.7. The Minimum Structure Reconstruction Method

This technique is detailed in Georgoulis & LaBonte (2006).
As with the MEF and ILCT techniques, it employs the inductive
and electrostatic potentials, 	 and  . The inductive potential 	 is
determined from equation (2). The electrostatic potential  is cal-
culated iteratively by assuming that the vertical component of the
velocity v? perpendicular toB is zero, v?;z ¼ 0. The technique is
general enough to adopt any prescription for v?;z, so other con-
straints are possible. The approximation of v?;z ¼ 0 is intended
for strongly magnetized layers at photospheric or low chromo-
spheric altitudes and occurs by combining the minimum-structure
approximation of Georgoulis et al. (2004) with the additional
assumption that the perpendicular velocity v? is only governed
by perpendicular magnetic gradients (:B)? and aims either to
sustain or to eliminate them, thus implying (:B) < B = v? ¼ 0.
The MSR approximation simply means that, in the ideal limit,
vertical photospheric flows can only occur along the magnetic
field lines. Perpendicular vertical flux transport is assumed to be
due to nonideal processes (see, e.g., Pariat et al. 2004), and hence
cannot be recovered by the ideal induction equation.

For the present study calculations have been performed for re-
gionswhere jBzj > 100G and jBhj > 200G, to satisfy the strong-
field requirement. This combined threshold is usually less strict
than the jBzj > 370 G used for the comparisons between methods
in x 4.

Since the ANMHD simulation models the emergence of a
buoyant magnetic flux tube in the convection zone, however,
v?;z 6¼ 0 (Fig. 1). This contradictsMSR’s assumption that v?;z ¼
0, which causes discrepancies between the actual flows and
MSR’s estimated flows. In particular, the MSR technique pro-
duces horizontal velocities larger than ANMHD’s to attempt to
satisfy the induction equation in the absence of vertical flows.

Fig. 2.—Pixel-by-pixel scatter plots of several methods’ (LMSAL’s LCT,
FLCT, and DAVE; top to bottom) estimates of the flux transport rate, uBz, de-
fined in eq. (3), with ANMHD’s flux transport rate, UBz, over the shortest time
interval between data dumps, �t ¼ 250 s. Blue and red are used to distinguish
x- and y-components, respectively. For each method, nonparametric Spearman
rank-order correlation coefficients and linear (Pearson) correlation coefficients are
shown for both components of the flux transport velocity.
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Simulations that more accurately represent magnetic evolution
at the photosphere, where the mass density drops precipitously
with increasing altitude, would probably be more appropriate for
testing MSR.

4. RESULTS AND QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS

As discussed in x 2, the ANMHDvelocities andmagnetic field
were averaged over the shortest time interval to derive the ‘‘ground
truth’’ velocity perpendicular to B, used analyzing the accuracy
of methods’ estimated perpendicular velocities. Here, we com-
pare the components of each method’s estimated flow field with
those of the ANMHDflow field in several ways.We also compare
our accuracy at estimating quantities derivable fromflows, includ-
ing the electric field, E, as well as the normal component of its
curl; the normal component of the Poynting flux, Sz; and the flux
of magnetic helicity, dH /dt, across the magnetogram surface.

For a given time interval, each method only estimated flows
in a subset of pixels, usually in regions where jBzj exceeded a
user-imposed threshold. A method’s mask is the subset of pix-
els over which a given method returned a nonzero estimate for
the flow. Because of differences in our approaches, the meth-
ods’ masks differed slightly, but overlapped substantially. Un-
less otherwise noted, the quantitative comparisons between each
method’s estimated flows and the ANMHD flows presented be-
low were made using only pixels both that were in that meth-
od’s mask and in which jBzj exceeded 5% of max (jBzj). This
threshold level was chosen to mimic solar magnetograms, where

peak vertical field strengths are often near 2 kG and thresholds
on the order of 100 G have been applied (Welsch et al. 2004;
Longcope 2004; Georgoulis & LaBonte 2006). We varied this
threshold and found that the accuracy of the estimates decreases
steadily with decreasing threshold. All comparisons contained at
least 3700 velocity estimates. (The estimated velocity vectors
[white arrows] in Figs. 4 and 5 [see below] convey the areas in
which each method’s estimates were compared to ANMHD’s
flows.)
Because the field is precisely known in our simulated mag-

netograms, each of our velocity estimation methods used one
initial and one final magnetogram to estimate the flow field v

over the time interval �t between the two. With real magneto-
graphic data, however, averaging the initial and final magneto-
grams to generate the time-centered magnetogram can propagate
correlated noise sources into the resulting velocities (Fermuller
2001). Consequently, for application to real data, using initial,
central, and final magnetograms (when available) to determine
the time-centered B is preferred over averaging with these meth-
ods. Nonetheless, we generally chose to analyze the accuracy of
the estimated velocities from the point of view of a researcherwho
only had two magnetograms, and wished to reconstruct the per-
pendicular flow at the center of the time interval between them.
Hence, the estimated perpendicular flows use only data from the
initial and final magnetograms for each �t, while the ‘‘ground
truth’’ data are derived from the time-averaged velocity and
magnetic fields from ANMHD over the shortest �t.

Fig. 3.—As with Fig. 2, but with the remaining methods’ (IM, ILCT, MSR, and MEF; clockwise from top left) flux transport estimates.
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As noted in x 2, flows parallel to B do not induce a �Bz,
meaning only fluid velocities perpendicular to B can contribute
to flows estimated from�Bz /�t alone. The flux transport velocity
u estimated by DAVE, LMSAL’s LCT, and FLCT cannot, there-
fore, depend on vk, sowe can employ equations (3) and (9) to infer
v? from u for LMSAL’s LCT, FLCT, and DAVE via algebraic
decomposition (Welsch et al. 2004):

v?;h ¼ u� u = B̄h

B̄
�

�

�

�

2
B̄h; ð10Þ

v?;z ¼ � B̄z

B̄
�

�

�

�

2
u = B̄h

� �

; ð11Þ

where B̄ is the field averaged between the two magnetograms
used to compute�Bz. Notably, this ‘‘perpendicularization’’scheme
introduces nonzero values for vz in equation (11).

We also applied this perpendicularization to IM and MEF
flows. While MEF should tend to minimize vk without any input
(e.g., Doppler data) beyond�Bz /�t, interpolating theMEF flows
determined on a coarse grid back to the ANMHD grid introduced
parallel flows into some pixels, which had to be removed explic-
itly. ILCT assumes equation (9) when deriving flows. Velocities
derived viaMSR do not obey equation (9), since zeroing v?;z has
the practical effect of introducing parallel flows into regionswhere
v?;h =Bh 6¼ 0.Nonetheless,we still denote estimated velocities by
v? to remind the reader that all of our comparisons except those
involving MSR include only flows perpendicular to B.

4.1. Flux Transport Velocities

Generally, only the two-component flux transport velocity, u,
can be recovered from normal-field magnetograms (or LOS mag-
netograms, near disk center) alone; some estimate of the horizontal
magnetic field is required to determine the three-component fluid
velocity, v?. Some of themethodswe investigate (LMSAL’s LCT,
FLCT, and DAVE) estimate u directly, while three-component
velocities v? (from ANMHD, IM, ILCT, MEF, and MSR) can be
converted to flux transport velocities via equation (3). In Figures 2
and 3 we compare the inferred uBz with ANMHD’s flux trans-
port rate, which we denote UBz. (We find that dividing by Bz to
directly compare uwithU effectively introduces a weighting that
emphasizes results in the weakest field regions, although results
from our methods are less accurate in these regions.) Nonpara-
metric Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients and Pearson
correlation coefficients (Press et al. 1992, p. 639) are also shown
on each plot for each component of the flux transport velocity.We
include Spearman coefficients to address the possibilities of lack
of linearity between the correlated quantities, departures of errors
from the normal distribution, and/or presence of outliers in our
estimates.

The statistically significant correlations between the estimated
and actual flux transport rates suggest that the methods we have
analyzed can quantitatively estimate flux transport rates, as implied
by Démoulin & Berger (2003). The tracking methods (LMSAL’s
LCT, FLCT, and DAVE), which estimate u directly, do not re-
construct uBz as well as most methods that estimate three-
component velocities.

4.2. Comparisons between v? and V?

To qualitatively compare the estimated and actual velocities,
we show in Figures 4 and 5 each method’s estimated horizontal
velocity vectors, v?;h (white arrows), plotted over ANMHD’s
horizontal velocity vectors, V?;h (aqua arrows), with Bz shown
in gray scale, for the smallest time interval, �t ¼ 250 s.

Fig. 4.—Estimated horizontal velocity vectors, v?;h (white arrows) plotted over
ANMHD’s horizontal velocity vectors at t ¼ 0, V?;h (aqua arrows) for LMSAL’s
LCT, FLCT, andDAVE (top to bottom), for�t ¼ 250 s. Vectors are shown only for
pixels in which jBzj > 2:5% of max (jBzj), and for clarity, only every third vector
was plotted. Gray scale shows Bz. Blue (red) contours show smoothed upflows
(downflows) corresponding to 0.12 and 0.04 km s�1 upward (downward). (The
width of the smoothing window was 3 pixels.)
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We note that all methods’ horizontal velocities become less ac-
curate inweak-field regions near the edges of strong-field features,
especially those from ILCT and MSR; this suggests the methods
could be improved in such regions. Several of the methods also
fare poorly near (x; y) ¼ (80; 50), where the horizontal component
of V? runs parallel to Bh (see Fig. 1, top right).

In Figures 6 and 7 we show scatter plots of each method’s es-
timated velocity components with ANMHD’s velocity compo-
nents, again for �t ¼ 250 s. In these plots, red, blue, and black
correspond to vx, vy, and vz, respectively. Each method’s plot also
shows the nonparametric Spearman rank-order coefficients be-
tween that method’s estimated velocity components and those of
ANMHD.

All of the methods that estimate V?;z do so more poorly
than they estimate V?;h, especially the three tracking methods,
LMSAL’s LCT, FLCT, and DAVE. To investigate why, we con-
sidered the theoretical sensitivity of the flux transport velocity, u,
to vertical and horizontal flows. Since vertical flows should only
contribute to the component ofu along ê2, defined in equation (7),
we took derivatives of the ê2-component of equation (3) with
respect to v?;z and v2, and computed their ratio:

@u2=@v?;z
@u2=@v2

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

¼ Bh

Bz

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

: ð12Þ

This expression implies that the flux transport velocity is less
sensitive to vertical flows, relative to horizontal flows, when the
magnetic field is more vertical. If the magnetic field in our tests
were primarily vertical, then the decreased sensitivity to vertical
flows could explain our technique’s relatively poor performance
at estimating V?;z. For the pixels compared in Figures 6 and 7,
however, the median andmean of the ratio (jBhj/jBzj) are 2.8 and
4.4, respectively, even though jBzj exceeds 5% of max (jBzj) in
all these pixels. For the same pixels we also compared the mean
and median amplitudes of spatial gradients in Bh and Bz, which
couple to @ tBz via V?;z and V?;h, respectively (see eq. [1]), and
found that gradients in Bh were larger than those in Bz by either
measure, again implying that our test data should be more sen-
sitive toV?;z than toV?;h. Comparisons of the mean andmedian
of jV?;zj and jV?;hj for the same pixels, however, revealed that
horizontal perpendicular flows were twice as large by both mea-
sures (a difference of �1 � in jV?;hj and �2 � in jV?;zj), com-
pared to vertical perpendicular flows. If our methods produce an
average absolute error of the same magnitude in both the hori-
zontal and vertical flow components, the fractional error in V?;z
would exceed that in jV?;hj, which could explain the relatively
poor estimation of the former.
Closely following the analysis employed by Schrijver et al.

(2006) to compare extrapolated magnetic fields with known fields,

Fig. 5.—As with Fig. 4, but with the remaining methods’ ( IM, ILCT, MSR, and MEF; clockwise from top left) estimates.
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we quantified the differences between the estimated velocity field,
v?, and the true perpendicular flow field,V?, in several ways. As a
measure of the magnitude of the vector error, we computed the
average fractional vector error, h�V?i, defined as

�V?h i � 1

N

X

N

i¼1

V?; i � v?; i
�

�

�

�

V?; i
�

�

�

�

; ð13Þ

where V?; i and v?; i are the known and estimated velocity vec-
tors at each pixel i for which an algorithm made an estimate, and
for which jBzj exceeded 5% of max (jBzj); and where N is the
total number of pixel estimates used in the comparison. In Fig-
ure 8 (top left) we plot each method’s h�V?i as�t increases. To
characterize the scatter in the magnitudes of the vector error, we
also computed the square root of the variance in the magnitude of
the fractional vector error:

� �V?ð Þ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

N � 1

X

N

i¼1

V?; i � v?; i
�

�

�

�

V?; i
�

�

�

�

 !2
v

u

u

t : ð14Þ

In Figure 8 (top right) we plot �(�V?) for each method as �t
increases. With perfect agreement between V? and v?, both
h�V?i and �(�V?) would be zero.

To characterize possible biases in the estimated speeds, we also
computed the average fractional error in magnitude, h�Si, where

h�Si � 1

N

X

N

i¼1

v?; i
�

�

�

�� V?; i
�

�

�

�

V?; i
�

�

�

�

; ð15Þ

and the square root of its variance, �(�S ), where

�(�S ) �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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 !2
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u

u

t : ð16Þ

Perfect agreement between jV?j and jv?j would lead h�Si and
�(�S) to vanish. We have plotted h�Si and �(�S) for all the meth-
ods in the middle left andmiddle right panels of Figure 8, respec-
tively, with increasing�t. The sign convention for h�Si is that a
negative average speed error corresponds to a bias toward under-
estimating speeds. FLCT, ILCT, andMEF all clearly underestimate
speeds; this is expected for MEF, which minimizes the integrated
square of the velocity field, consistent with the evolution of Bz.
Also as expected, MSR overestimates speeds (see x 3.7). DAVE
consistently estimates speedsmost accurately, but has a slight bias
toward overestimation, consistent with the findings of Schuck
(2006).

We also calculated the vector correlation used bySchrijver et al.
(2006), Cvec, where

Cvec �
X

N

i¼1

V?; i = v?; i=
X
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 !1=2
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where 
 i is the angle between V?; i and v?; i in the ith pixel. If
the vector fields are identical, then Cvec ¼ 1; if V?; i ? v?; i,
then Cvec ¼ 0. We have plotted Cvec for all the methods in Fig-
ure 8 (bottom left) with increasing �t.

Fig. 6.—Pixel-by-pixel scatter plots comparing several methods’ (LMSAL’s
LCT, FLCT, and DAVE; top to bottom) estimated velocity components with
ANMHD’s, for �t ¼ 250 s. Red, blue, and black correspond to vx, vy, and vz,
respectively. For each method, nonparametric Spearman rank-order correlation
coefficients are also shown for each component of v?.
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As a measure of the angular differences between V?; i and
v?; i, we use the direction correlation, CCS, defined by Schrijver
et al. (2006) and based on the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
(ja = bj � jajjbj for any two vectors a and b):

CCS �
1

N

X

i

V?; i = v?; i
V?; i
�

�

�

�

v?; i
�

�

�

�

� 1

N

X

i

cos 
 i: ð18Þ

When V? and v? are parallel, CCS ¼ 1; when they are anti-
parallel, CCS ¼ �1; and when they are perpendicular, CCS ¼ 0.
We have plotted CCS for all the methods in Figure 8 (bottom
right), with increasing �t.

Clearly, the codes’ performance decreases as the time interval
�t between magnetogram pairs increases. Perhaps predictably,
significant degradation is apparent for�tmuch longer than 1900 s,
the pixel crossing time, � � dx v̄�1, where dx ¼ 348 km is the
pixel size and v̄ ¼ 0:18 km s�1 is the average (andmedian) speed
in regions where jBzj is above 5% of max (jBzj). For �t3 �,
typical displacements are larger than a pixel, which can pose prob-
lems for methods based on finite-difference schemes with pixel-
scale spatial derivatives.

Figure 8 also clearly displays where some methods ran into
problems. Degradation with increasing �t is clearly present in
LMSAL’s LCT flows, which results from setting displacements
larger than a pixel to 0. The obvious decrease in accuracy forMEF
over the sixth time interval resulted from poor convergence.

All of the methods produce an average fractional vector er-
ror greater than 0.5, much larger than ideal. Considering that
most methods estimate speeds to better than 25% for small�t, we
surmise that most of the vector error arises from errors in direc-
tion. The best direction correlation hovers around 0.866, corre-
sponding to an average angular error of 30

�
; two equal-length

vectors pointing 30
�
apart have a fractional vector difference of

0.52, right about the average fractional vector error. To charac-
terize the null hypothesis, we compute the average fractional vec-
tor error for a distribution of randomly directed but equal-length
vectors, h�V randi,

�V randh i ¼
Z 2�

0

d
 0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2� 2 cos 
 0
p

	

Z 2�

0

d
 0 ¼ 4=� ’ 1:3:

ð19Þ
The statistical analyses presented in Figure 8were all computed

by comparing the three-component estimated velocities v? with
velocitiesV? fromANMHD, even though some of the estimation
methods were developed to infer the flux transport velocity, u. We
used similar comparisons to analyze the methods’ performance at
estimatingUBz. Consistent with the lower correlation coefficients
for components ofUBz compared to components ofV?, we found
that most methods didworse at estimating both the magnitude and
the direction of UBz than of V?: most methods’ fractional vector
error increased by 0.2, and most methods exhibited a negative bias
in magnitude of 0.25. Both MEF and IM, however, did improve:

Fig. 7.—As with Fig. 6, but with the remaining methods’ (IM, ILCT, MSR, and MEF; clockwise from top left) estimates for each velocity component.
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MEF estimated the magnitude jUBzj more accurately than jV?j
(in fact, MEF overestimated jUBzj, whereas it underestimated
jV?j), and IM had an improved fractional vector error (�25%
smaller) and vector correlation (�40% higher).

4.3. Comparisons of Other Quantities

As discussed in the introduction, estimates of the components
of velocity v? perpendicular to the magnetic field B can used to

derive electric fields for driving MHD simulations, and to esti-
mate the fluxes of magnetic energy and helicity across the surface
imaged by the vector magnetograms used to derive v?. Accord-
ingly, we compared estimates of these quantities with those from
ANMHD.

All our methods assume ideal MHD governs the evolution of
Bz. Under this assumption, the electric field E is derivable from
v? and B via E ¼ �(v? < B)/c. The induction equation implies

Fig. 8.—Each method’s average fractional vector error (eq. [13]; top left) and the square root of its variance (eq. [14]; top right) as�t increases. Also shown are each
method’s average fractional error in speed (eq. [15]; middle left) and the square root of its variance (eq. [16]; middle right) as�t increases. We also plot each method’s
vector correlation Cvec (eq. [17]; bottom left) as �t increases. Finally, we plot each method’s direction correlation CCS (eq. [18]; bottom right) as �t increases.
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that ½: < (v? < B)� = ẑ should approximately match�Bz/�t, and
Figures 9 and 10 showpixel-by-pixel scatter plots comparing these
quantities, as well as the correlation coefficients and fitted slope
(using a least-absolute-deviationmethod), for each technique. The
scatter present in results frommethods capable of deriving electric
fields that match�Bz /�t to machine accuracy (e.g., MEF, ILCT,
and IM) can arise as an artifact of thresholdmasking applied to the

velocity arrays prior to differentiating and/or regridding. Spatial
derivatives were computed with a Fourier method, which intro-
duced more scatter (and therefore decreased the correlation co-
efficients) thanwas present when finite-difference derivativeswere
used; but the fitted slope was better with the Fourier approach than
with the finite-difference approach. (In addition, tests of both ap-
proaches with functions whose derivatives can be computed an-
alytically showed the Fourier method to be more accurate when
pixel-scale variations are present, as in real solar magnetograms.)
In Figures 11 and 12 we show pixel-by-pixel scatter plots

comparing eachmethod’s estimated electric field componentswith
ANMHD’s, for �t ¼ 250 s. Black forward slashes, dark-gray
backslashes, and light-gray vertical bars correspond toEx,Ey, and
Ez, respectively. For eachmethod, nonparametric Spearman rank-
order correlation coefficients are also shown for each component
of E. All of our methods derive v? from @ tBz, which only de-
pends on Ex and Ey; hence, accurate reproduction of Ex and Ey is
perhaps not surprising. But Ez / �(vxBy � vyBx) is more accu-
rately reconstructed, even though vxBy and vyBx do not directly
affect @ tBz. We note that Ez plays a role in the evolution of the
horizontal field, @ tBh, and must therefore be accurately specified
to drive coronalMHD simulations in a manner consistent with the
evolution of Bh observed in vector magnetograms. We address
this point in more detail in x 5. (For LMSAL’s LCT, FLCT, and
DAVE, we also tried using u instead of v? to compute E, and
found no difference in the estimated electric field, as expected.)
The transport of magnetic energy across the photosphere is

quantified by the normal component of the Poynting flux, Sz ¼
c(E < B) = ẑ/4�. Since magnetic energy powers flares and CMEs,
quantifying the Poynting flux is important for understanding these
phenomena. Assuming E ¼ �(v? < B)/c, the normal Poynting
flux can be expressed in terms of either v? or u,

Sz ¼
(Bh =Bh)v?;z

4�
� (v?;h =Bh)Bz

4�
¼ � Bh = (uBz)

4�
: ð20Þ

In Figures 13 and 14 we show pixel-by-pixel scatter plots com-
paring each method’s estimated normal Poynting flux with
ANMHD’s, for�t ¼ 250 s. The results shownwere obtained us-
ing v?, but uwas also tried for LMSAL’s LCT, FLCT, andDAVE,
and our results did not change.
For each method, the plots also list the linear (Pearson) and

Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients. In addition, as a mea-
sure of the accuracy of the total estimated Poynting flux, we list the
ratio of each method’s integrated Poynting flux, sz, to ANMHD’s
integrated Poynting flux, Sz,

ratio of totals �
P

sz
P

Sz

; ð21Þ

where the sums run over the pixels for which the method esti-
mated a nonzero velocity and for which jBzj exceeded 5% of
max (jBzj). Many of the methods fare relatively poorly at es-
timating the Poynting flux, although MEF, ILCT, and IM do
show a significant correlation. MEF estimates ANMHD’s total
Poynting flux remarkably well, while IM and ILCTonly recover
�45% of the total. Both ILCT and IM proceeded from FLCT
flows, which (from Fig. 8) systematically underestimate speeds;
higher input speeds, from, e.g., DAVE,might give higher Poynting
flux estimates.Wenote that FLCT’s stronger correlation coefficients
compared to those of DAVE do not improve its energy flux es-
timate; while FLCT might reproduce the trend of the ANMHD
flux better, its systematically slow speed estimates limit its abso-
lute accuracy. Scatter plots of the free energy flux (Welsch
2006) appear similar (not shown), with nearly identical correlation

Fig. 9.—Pixel-by-pixel scatter plots of several methods’ (LMSAL’s LCT,
FLCT, and DAVE; top to bottom) estimates of ½: < (v? < B)� = ẑ for�t ¼ 250 s,
which should match �Bz /�t assuming ideal MHD.
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coefficients;MEF, ILCT, and IM recovered similar fractions of the
free energy flux. The orientations of the elongated clouds of esti-
mates from ILCT and IM suggest that energy estimates could be
improved by inflating these methods’ estimates to empirically ac-
count for their observed biases. These results suggest that MEF,
as well as modified versions of IM and ILCT, could be used to
quantify the flux of magnetic energy into the corona. Further vali-
dation studies, using simulatedmagnetograms thatmore accurately
represent photospheric evolution, should also be undertaken.

Finally, we also compare the net helicity flux from each meth-
od’s estimated flows, dh/dt, with that from ANMHD’s flows,
dH /dt, for the shortest time interval, �t ¼ 250 s. Because the
methods of computing helicity fluxes by Berger & Field (1984)
and Pariat et al. (2005) are sensitive to different properties of the
flow field, we computed the helicity flux both ways for our com-
parisons. We computed dh
 /dt and dH
 /dt after Pariat et al.
(2005),

dH


dt
¼� 1

2�

Z

dABz(x)

;

Z

dA 0 Bz x
0ð Þẑ = x 0 � xð Þ< U x 0ð Þ�U(x)½ �

x 0 � xj j


 �

; ð22Þ

and similarly for dh
 /dt, withU ! u. Next we computed dhA /dt
and dHA /dt after Berger & Field (1984),

dHA=dt ¼ 2

Z

dA Bh =APð ÞVz � V?;h =AP

� �

Bz

� 

; ð23Þ

and similarly for dhA /dt;withV? ! v?, andwhere ẑ =:h < AP ¼
Bz and :h =AP ¼ ẑ =AP ¼ 0.

The results from these approaches are shown in Table 1. Using
either formalism,MEFmatches ANMHD’s helicity flux very ac-
curately. ILCT and IM both substantially underestimate the he-
licity flux, but do a better job than the remaining methods, which
do significantly worse, even getting the sign wrong in some cases.
As with the Poynting flux estimates for ILCT and IM, the low-
speed bias of the FLCT input flowsmight partly explain their low
estimates; higher input speeds, from, e.g., DAVE, might give
higher helicity flux estimates (see also Chae 2007). The referee
noted that the methods that estimated UBz more accurately also
estimated dH /dtmore accurately. The trackingmethods, LMSAL’s
LCT, FLCT, and DAVE, did better at estimating the helicity flux
via equation (23) than via equation (22). We note that the MEF
velocities were estimated over a smaller region of the test data set
than the other methods; the region excluded by MEF lies at the
lower left of the field of view in Figure 5 (bottom left). Since,
however, most methods performed well in most of this region,
we believe the bias introduced by omitting MEF flow estimates
in this region to be slight. The first column of Table 1 gives the
number of pixels used in this helicity comparison. (The same
pixels were used for all comparisons from the shortest time in-
terval.) The results for longer time intervals (not shown) were
similar.

One possible explanation for most methods’ poor performance
at recovering the helicity flux is that the helicity flux could be
relatively small. This is consistent with the facts that the rising

Fig. 10.—As with Fig. 9, but with the remaining methods’ (IM, ILCT, MSR, and MEF; clockwise from top left) estimates of ½: < (v? < B)� = ẑ vs. �Bz=�t.
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flux tube was initially untwisted and that the convecting back-
ground plasma did not include the effects of rotation, which might
introduce twist (Longcope et al. 1998). This explanation, how-
ever, does not obviously explainmostmethods’similarly poor per-
formance at recovering the Poynting flux. The referee pointed out

that the ratio of the helicity flux to the square of magnetic flux, a
characteristic measure of the rate of helicity injection, is similar
to that reported for solar observations, on the order of 10�6 s�1

(Pariat et al. 2006), which suggests the helicity injection rate is not
exceptionally low.Nonetheless, comparative studies with a highly
twisted, rising flux tube would be worthwhile.
As an aside, we found that computing the vector potential,AP,

via the Fourier approach of Chae (2001) resulted in differences
of �10% in the helicity flux compared to that calculated using
either the Berger & Field (1984) approach with a Green’s func-
tion scheme to computeAP, or the approach of Pariat et al. (2005).
In addition, if AP was computed by Fourier and Green’s function
methods over a subregion of the full simulation domain, the dif-
ferences between the two resulting helicity fluxes increased. It ap-
pears that the assumption of periodicity can increase themagnitude
of AP, even far from regions of strong Bz, which affects dH /dt:
These points are also discussed by Chae (2007).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Using time series of synthetic magnetograms extracted from
MHD simulations, in which the magnetic and velocity fields are
known, we used several techniques to estimate the velocity field
solely from the evolution of the magnetic field. We then used
several approaches to characterize the accuracy of the estimated
velocities, as well as quantities derivable from such estimates:
electric fields and the fluxes of magnetic energy and helicity.
Which velocity-inversionmethod is superior? In tests performed

thus far, no method works as well as we would like; every method
exhibited significant errors. By many measures, velocities de-
termined by FLCT, DAVE, IM, ILCT, and MEF performed
comparably in estimating ANMHD’s velocities. LMSAL’s LCT
performed well when typical shifts were smaller than 1 pixel, but
performed poorly when typical shifts exceeded a pixel. Consis-
tently, MSR did not perform as well as the other methods.
Reviewing performance metrics separately is illuminating. In

terms of themean vector error, allmethods did poorly, but the best,
DAVE, FLCT, andMEF, performed comparably. DAVEwasmar-
ginally more accurate in direction andmagnitude than other meth-
ods, on average, but the differenceswere not statistically significant.
MEF was marginally more accurate at determining the electric
field, but recovered the fluxes of magnetic energy (the Poynting
flux) and magnetic helicity essentially perfectly. Hence, we con-
clude that, while its performance was far from perfect, MEF per-
formed better in our analyses than the other methods tested.
We address the possibility that the physical assumption used

byMEF is more suited than those of the other approaches we tested
to the particular physical assumptions employed in the ANMHD
simulations. Specifically, the action in the Lagrangian formalism
that can used to derive the equations solved by ANMHD contains
spatial integrals over the product of the density and the velocity
squared, a term similar to that minimized byMEF (the integral of
the velocity squared over a constant-z layer). The mean and me-
dian of the ratio of magnetic energy density to kinetic energy
density in pixels with jBzj > 5% of max (jBzj) are 0.19 and 0.13,
respectively, meaning themagnetic energy term in the Lagrangian
is not dominant, and could perhaps be neglected. MEF does, in
fact, ignore magnetic forces and energy, only using the normal
field evolution and magnetic geometry as constraints on the ve-
locity minimization. The hydrodynamic and gravitational terms in
the full Lagrangian, however, describe physical effects that are
not treated byMEF, andwhich cannot be neglected in the anelastic
formalism. Consequently, we conclude that the resemblance be-
tween the term minimized by MEF and the kinetic term in the
Lagrangian that forms a basis for the anelastic formalism cannot

Fig. 11.—Pixel-by-pixel scatter plots comparing several methods’ (LMSAL’s
LCT, FLCT, and DAVE; top to bottom) estimated electric field components with
ANMHD’s, for�t ¼ 250 s. Black forward slashes, dark-gray backslashes, and light-
gray vertical bars correspond to Ex, Ey, and Ez, respectively. For each method,
nonparametric Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients are also shown for each
component of E.
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fully explain MEF’s superior results at computing the Poynting
and helicity fluxes, although it might partly explain them.

How might our techniques be improved? Assumptions made
in the implementation of some of our techniques could be mod-
ified. For instance, the 1 pixel cap on allowed displacements as-
sumed by LMSAL’s LCT technique could be overridden for
application to images separated by a �t longer than the pixel
crossing time. Homogeneous boundary conditions on one of
ILCT’s scalar potentials, 	 or  , at the edges of tracked pixels
(defined by the threshold in jBzj prior to tracking) might improve
velocity estimates near these edges.

We note that the ‘‘inductive’’ corrections added to the FLCT
flows by ILCTand IM led to significantly improved estimates of
the fluxes of magnetic energy and helicity. This recommends an
approach that combines results from an optical flow technique,
like FLCT, LMSAL’s LCT, orDAVE,with an inductive technique,
like MEF, ILCT, or IM.

Would the methods tested here perform similarly in tests with
other simulated data? Gibson et al. (2004) also used FLCT to
attempt reconstructing flows in an emerging flux rope simula-
tion. They found that FLCT did a poor job of reconstructing the
actual flows, and that the helicity flux inferred from the FLCT
results was substantially lower than the actual helicity flux. Al-
though the ANMHD simulations used exhibit muchmore spatial
structure than themore idealized simulation ofGibson et al. (2004),

manymethods we tested still failed to reproduce the actual helicity
flux. Gibson et al. (2004) did not quantitatively compare the es-
timated and actual flow fields, which precludes a direct compar-
ison of the accuracy of FLCTbetween the idealized simulations of
Gibson et al. (2004) and the more realistic simulations used here.

As a tool for testing velocity-inversion techniques, however,
the ANMHD data set used in our tests does have shortcomings.
As pointed out in x 3.7, the model’s flows do not occur in a layer
with a strong upward, negative density gradient, as in the photo-
sphere. In addition, simple ‘‘moving paint’’ experiments, inwhich
we shifted a pair of images with respect to one another by dis-
placements �x and �y that were constant in space, revealed that
some flow-inversion techniques behave significantly worse with
syntheticANMHDmagnetograms thanwith actualmagnetograms.
For instance, using several shifts, with both integer-pixel and
fractional-pixel displacements (with cubic convolution interpola-
tion for the latter), we found that all measures of error were larger
with ANMHD data than with a vector magnetogram from AR
8210 used in an earlier study byWelsch et al. (2004). Quantitative
results from a testwith a fractional shift of (�x; �y) ¼ (0:2; 0:7) are
shown in Table 2, along with results for FLCT extracted from
Figure 8, for �t ¼ 250 s. Clearly, FLCT reconstructs constant
shifts applied to ANMHD data more accurately than an actual
ANMHD flow field, but FLCT does a much better job at re-
producing constant shifts applied to a real magnetogram. This

Fig. 12.—As with Fig. 11, but with the remaining methods’ (IM, ILCT, MSR, and MEF; clockwise from top left) electric field estimates.
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simple test suggests that the ANMHD data set either lacks some
characteristic present in real solar magnetograms or contains arti-
facts not present in solar data. One possibility is that the Sun’s pho-
tospheric field exhibits spatial variations on scales not reproduced
in theANMHD simulations; theANMHDfields do vary smoothly
in space compared to solar observations at similar resolution, such

as MDI high-resolution images (with �450 km pixels) of active-
regionfields (e.g., Ravindra 2006).We note thatANMHDuses de-
aliasing for nonlinear terms, which keeps power in the upper third
of wavenumbers at zero. This essentially imposes a degree of
smoothing: short-wavelength magnetic field variations are not
modeled. Another possibility is that Fourier ringing present in
strong fields in the ANMHD data set, mentioned briefly in x 2,
adversely affects the performance of some of our velocity estima-
tion methods.
Despite its shortcomings, the ANMHD data set that we used

was the best available at the time. Realistic tests must involve
upflows and downflows; hence, moving paint experiments (even
with spatially varying shifts) are too simplistic. Other available
simulations of photospheric flux evolution either modeled field
evolution on small scales (Stein & Nordlund 2006; Bercik 2002)
or lacked both convection-dominated velocity fields and mag-
netic fields varying on small spatial scales (Gibson et al. 2004;
Manchester et al. 2004; Magara 2004).
To assess the performance of our methods with simulated data

that are more realistic, development of more sophisticated mod-
els for future tests is ongoing. Soon we hope to conduct tests us-
ing magnetograms extracted from theoretical simulations using
the RADMHD code (Abbett 2007), which treats the photospheric
layers more realistically than ANMHD can. We also plan to con-
duct related tests with data-driven simulations (Abbett et al. 2004)
using time series of high-resolution vector magnetograms from
SOT on Hinode, when these data become available. Assuming
synthetic data sets from these more sophisticated simulations ex-
hibit structure on smaller spatial scales, it is possible that some of
the methods tested here will perform relatively better.
The methods analyzed here were developed to determine flow

fields consistent with the evolution of Bz. Hence, these flows are
not necessarily consistent with the evolution ofBh, althoughmost
methods did well at estimating Ez (which partially governs @ tBh;
see eq. [1]), as shown in Figures 11 and 12. As Démoulin &
Berger (2003) observed, there exists a class offlows that cause no
evolution in Bz but that can inject large amounts of magnetic en-
ergy and helicity. (Flows along contours ofBz [‘‘contour flows’’]
are well-knownmembers of this set, but modelers have employed
other flows that do not alter Bz; see, e.g., Lynch et al. 2005.) Any
velocity estimation method that depends on�Bz /�t alone will,
however, be insensitive to such flows. Our results indicate that
tracking methods (LMSAL’s LCT, FLCT, and DAVE) are par-
ticularly insensitive to the injection of energy and helicity. Changes
inmagnetic energy and helicity should, however, lead to evolution
in the measured horizontal field, @ tBh, meaning velocity estima-
tionmethods that incorporate@ tBh could bemore sensitive to such
motions. In addition, for driving dynamic coronal models using
sequences of photospheric and/or chromospheric vector magne-
tograms, the driving flows must be consistent with the observed
evolution of the three-component magnetic vector in the magne-
togram layer(s). Because the temporal evolution of the horizontal
components of B depends, via the induction equation, on vertical
gradients in the components of both the magnetic and velocity
fields, the problem is fundamentally three-dimensional. Hence,
velocities must be estimated in a layer offinite thickness, not just
in a two-dimensional plane, as with the method studied here. Ex-
tension of existing techniques to this more challenging problem
is an ongoing area of research.
We note that Doppler measurements of the velocity of the mag-

netized plasma (e.g., Chae et al. 2004) do not, in general, fully
determine plasma flows either along or perpendicular to themag-
netic field. Doppler measurements can, however, be combined
with one of the velocity estimation techniques tested here—which,

Fig. 13.—Pixel-by-pixel scatter plots comparing several methods’ (LMSAL’s
LCT, FLCT, and DAVE; top to bottom) estimated normal Poynting flux with
ANMHD’s, for�t ¼ 250 s. For eachmethod, linear and rank-order correlation co-
efficients are shown, as is the ratio of the integrated estimated Poynting flux to the
integrated actual Poynting flux.
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Fig. 14.—As with Fig. 13, but with the remaining methods’ (IM, ILCT, MSR, and MEF; clockwise from top left) Poynting flux estimates.

TABLE 1

Comparisons of dH/dt

Method

N

(pixels)

dH
 /dt
a

(Mx2 s�1)

dh
 /dt

(Mx2 s�1) dh
 /dH


dhA /dt

(Mx2 s�1) dhA /dHA

LMSAL................ 4194 �3.23E+37 2.21E+36 �0.07 �3.59E+36 0.11

FLCT.................... 4195 �3.23E+37 2.24E+36 �0.07 �2.81E+36 0.09

DAVE................... 4169 �3.23E+37 3.21E+36 �0.10 �7.50E+36 0.23

IM......................... 4195 �3.23E+37 �9.00E+36 0.28 �8.15E+36 0.25

ILCT..................... 4195 �3.23E+37 �1.18E+37 0.37 �1.18E+37 0.36

MEF ..................... 3762 �3.21E+37b �3.19E+37 1.00 �3.24E+37 0.99

MSR ..................... 4127 �3.23E+37 1.17E+37 �0.36 1.17E+37 �0.36

a Except where noted, dHA /dt ¼ dH
 /dt.
b Here dHA /dt ¼ �3:24 ; 1037.



being derived from @ tBz, only depend on the components of the
flow perpendicular toB, as explained above—to recover the com-
plete velocity vector, i.e., components both parallel and perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field. First, time series of magnetograms
can be used to infer the component of the velocity v? perpen-
dicular to B, using one of the methods presented here. Then, the
projection of this velocity along the LOS direction, ‘̂, can be
subtracted from the Doppler velocity to give the line-of-sight
component of vk, the component of the velocity parallel toB. By
dividing this line-of-sight component of vk by the cosine of the
angle between B and ‘̂, vk can be found. Georgoulis & LaBonte

(2006) have employed this approach in an observational study of
active-region flows.
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TABLE 2

Comparisons of FLCT Performance with Various Data

Data Set h�V?i � � (�V?)
a h�S i � �(�S )b Cvec

c CCS
d

ANMHDe .................... 0.59 � 0.36 �0.24 � 0.38 0.82 0.86

ANMHD, shifted ........ 0.34 � 0.17 �0.28 � 0.22 0.9 1.0

AR 8210, shifted......... 0.10 � 0.04 �0.04 � 0.07 1.0 1.0

a Eqs. (13) and (14).
b Eqs. (15) and (16).
c Eq. (17).
d Eq. (18).
e Extracted from Fig. 8 (x 2), for �t ¼ 250 s.
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